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Postcards at Mario’s is a selected showcase of postcardwall’s collection, the first postcard pop-
up to celebrate 2015 as the year of the postcard. 

Postcardwall, an online project that explores artworks through exhibition postcards, is celebrating reaching 365 
postcards ‘on the wall’ by exhibiting its collection in specially selected medleys across the country. Previously 
only exhibited in number order, this is the first time postcardwall’s collection has been seen grouped by theme. 
For the inaugural show at Mario’s – a café dating back to the 1950s, when the family emigrated from Italy – 
the artworks on the postcards explore native style and the artist as a traveller for art’s sake, paying homage to 
the café’s history. 

For Mario, the first lines of postcards are dedicated to Italian artists, surrounded by those who travelled to Italy 
to study with the Roman, Venetian or Florentine schools. Next there is a selection of postcard artists that visited 
or lived in Paris, reflecting that teeming period in history when artists, both French or otherwise, gathered at 
this hub of creativity and experimentation. The opposite wall is an eclectic mix of artists from history to the 
present day, the works on the postcards exploring space and place, often as a way for the artist to connect with 
their surroundings or identity. 

Like on the blog, each postcard is hung above its expressive text. Written by Sophie Hill, founder of postcardwall, 
these explorations act as windows, helping us to delve further into each work of art. 
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Notes to Editors

About postcardwall and year of the postcard

postcardwall is a project inspired by a collection of artists’ postcards from galleries and museums across the 
world. In 2009 Sophie Hill began a blog to remember each one, using words to create further windows into 
every artwork.  

Featured postcards come from large institutions to smaller galleries and graduate shows, constructing an online 
platform for all kinds of art. postcardwall builds a far-reaching wall of visual memory, celebrating works from 
temporary displays as well as permanent exhibitions. Often of artworks from private collections, or those that 
are rarely seen, the postcards are snap-shots of our ever-growing art world, each made more accessible by 
Hill’s evocative text. Exhibited, postcardwall is a show about art and words; browsing is a chance to remember, 
as well as to discover, artists both past and present.  

postcardwall is celebating 2015 as the year of the postcard to mark reaching 365 postcards on the wall.
postcardwall is re-releasing a postcard online every day of 2015 and the collection, together with their expressive 
words, will be popping up in exhibitions all over London throughout the year, culminating in an exhibition of 
all 365 in Stour Space, Hackney Wick for the month of September. The 365 exhibition will be accompanied by 
new artworks from a selection of contemporary featured postcard artists, showing the evolution of their work 
since.  

365 @ Stour Space

4 – 28 September 2015

7 Roach Road, Hackney Wick 
London E3 2PA

Open Mon – Sun | 9am – 5pm


